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The massive earthquake of magnitude 8.6, which hit Indonesia (off the West Coast of Northern 
Sumatra) on 26th December 2004 at 06:28 hrs, was the biggest in last 40 years which triggered the 
deadly tsunami waves in Southeast Asia and coastal India. Another earthquake of magnitude 
7.3 occurred 81 kms West of Pulo Kunji (Great Nicobar) at 9:51:26 AM(IST). Dozens of buildings 
were destroyed in the initial quake before a huge wall of water, up to 10m high in places, hit the 
Indian coast. More than 10,000 people died after huge waves swept away south Indian states. 
Not long before, on 16th July, 2004, 93 innocent lives were lost in the Kumbhakonam fire tragedy 
in Tamilnadu.

Looking at the vulnerability of the country to various hazards like the floods, cyclones and 
drought which can be predicted to the more sudden disasters like earthquakes, landslides and 
various manmade disasters which cannot be predicted and are very frequent in the present day 
world, it is time for us to have an insight into these hazards and get ourselves prepared.

Class VIII and the class IX text books on Disaster Management “Together towards a safer India” 
part I and part II discuss various precautionary measures that one needs to take to get oneself 
prepared from various hazards prevalent in our country. They also focus on various structural 
and non-structural measures that we need to take to combat such disasters. The class X textbook 
on Disaster Management aims at having a practical understanding of managing disasters. The 
aftermath of the tragic Tsunami has prompted the Board to incorporate a chapter on Tsunami 
which contains useful information on causes and the preparedness measures to be taken up to 
combat the killer waves. Certain material for the enrichment and extension of student learning 
has been given as boxes items. We request teachers to make it a part of the teaching-learning 
process. Chapter 1 and Chapter 7 of this book are non-evaluative though their study is important 
to have a better understanding of Disaster Management.

I hope this book will help all the students who are the future citizens, volunteers and also 
disaster managers to be able to cope up with disasters and be better disaster managers and save 
manyprecious lives.

I would like to thank Ministry ofHomeAffairs for their support and guidance in the preparation 
of the course materials and helping the Board in carrying out orientation programmes in various 
parts of the country. My sincere thanks to the UNDP Team which has tirelessly put all their 
efforts in every endeavour, without whose support the initiative would have been difficult to 
continue. Above all, I expressmygratitude to the teachers across the country who have taken all 
the pains to introduce this subject in their schools, not only as a subject but as a necessary life 
skill as well. Many of the schools have gone beyond the premises of their schools and have taken 
pains to generate awarenessamongparents and also the community.Mythanks to all!
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struck again on Sunday (December 26, 2003). The strongest earthquake in the world for 40 years struck
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Choose any one natural disaster occured in the country -






